A NEVADA LOTTERY: IMPROVING THE ODDS FOR NEVADA’S PUBLIC EDUCATION SYSTEM

Michael Linton*

INTRODUCTION

In 2016, the Powerball lottery jackpot soared to a record setting $1.586 billion, the highest lottery jackpot in United States history.1 Only six states were not part of the action, and surprisingly one of those states was Nevada, the home of the single largest gambling market in the country.2 Since the Nevada Constitution was ratified in 1864, lotteries have been prohibited under Article 4 Section 24.3 Nevertheless, gambling is deeply entrenched in Nevada’s history, despite laws that were put in place to prevent it.4 Even when all games of chance were outlawed in 1909, widespread gambling persisted throughout the state.5
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In 1931, Assembly Bill 98 was signed into law, making most forms of gambling officially legal throughout Nevada. Eighty-seven years have passed since the Legislature signed Assembly Bill 98 into law, and Nevada is still without a form of gambling that is allowed in a majority of the United States. While most states eventually amended their constitution to allow lotteries, Nevada has firmly and consistently maintained their prohibition. In 2009, the Nevada Assembly passed a bill and brought the state close to allowing a lottery, but the bill ultimately failed when it died in the Senate. The failed 2009 lottery bill was certainly not unexpected based on Nevada’s legislative history. Since 1975, there have been nearly thirty failed attempts to establish a state lottery in Nevada.

Most states use lottery proceeds to fund public services with a heavy focus on education. It is no secret that Nevada has the lowest ranked public education system in the country. It is odd that a state with such poor public education ratings is not pursuing every revenue producing mechanism possible to help improve the issue. Perhaps it is even more strange that the state with the largest gambling market in the country does not allow a type of gambling that is legal in almost every other state. The general explanation for this anomaly is that the Nevada gaming industry does not want a lottery because of the perceived competition it would bring.

In 1990, Nevada voters changed the constitution to allow non-profit organizations and charitable groups to hold small lotteries. Still, state lotteries
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remained prohibited, which continued to fuel legislative efforts and academic scrutiny. Yet, no one has been able to create a lottery proposal that could pass the legislature. In order for a lottery bill to be successful, it must be positioned to mitigate the opposition that has incessantly defeated legislative efforts in the past.

This note introduces a proposal to amend Article 4 Section 24 of the Nevada Constitution to allow state lotteries. The purpose of this amendment will be to provide a dedicated source of funding to improve the quality of Nevada’s public education system. This proposal distinguishes itself from those that have failed because it respectfully considers the gaming industry’s opposition to a Nevada lottery and it is positioned to mitigate the concerns that are fueling that opposition.

Part I of this note addresses why a lottery is needed to improve Nevada’s public education system. Part I (A) reviews the status of Nevada’s public-school system and the troubles that it faces. Part I (B) analyzes the correlation between states that rank low for public education and states that do not have a lottery. Part I (C) provides an idea of the opportunity costs associated with Nevada’s ban on lotteries by examining the revenue that is displaced when a resident goes out of state to purchase a lottery ticket.

To gain a better understanding of how lottery proceeds can be used to benefit public education, Part II discusses how lotteries operate, including how profits are distributed between the state and individual lottery retailers. After providing a detailed understanding of what lotteries are and how they operate, this note will discuss their history and how they have been used for public fundraising purposes. Part III (A) reviews the history of lotteries in the United States and the reason that states prohibited them in the first place. Part III (B) discusses the history of lotteries in Nevada, including the relevant Nevada Supreme Court rulings. Part III (C) addresses why Nevada still does not have a lottery when it allows nearly every other form of gambling.

Finally, Part IV introduces a detailed proposal for amending the Nevada Constitution to allow lotteries. Part IV (A) explains the available options for amending the Nevada Constitution and which option is most practical for a lottery proposal. Part IV (B) details how a lottery bill must be positioned to garner support. In closing, Part IV (C) will propose an amendment to Article 4
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Section 24 that considers the collective points of this note and offers a way forward for a Nevada lottery.

I. WHY NEVADA NEEDS A LOTTERY TO IMPROVE PUBLIC EDUCATION

A. The State of Nevada’s Public Education System

Nevada’s public education system is currently ranked as the lowest in the country by the Annual Quality Counts Report.22 The Annual Quality Counts Report issues report cards and assigns letter grades for public education in the fifty states, the District of Columbia, and the United States overall.23 Letter grades are determined using the report card’s three graded categories: Chance for Success, K-12 Achievement, and School Finance.24 The Chance for Success category “captures the role of education in a person’s life from cradle to career.”25 The K-12 Achievement category evaluates the performance of “public schools against [eighteen] indicators capturing: current achievement levels, improvements over time, and poverty-based gaps.”26 Finally, the School Finance category “examines educational expenditure patterns and the distribution of those funds within states.”27

In 2018, Nevada was given a ‘D+’ for Chance for Success, a ‘D’ for K-12 Achievement, and a ‘D-’ for School Finance, ultimately ranking last in the country.28 The latest data from the National Center for Education Statistics indicates that Nevada had the fifth highest pupil per teacher ratio in the country, with 21.2 students per teacher, during the 2014-2015 school year.29 Studies show a correlation between class size and student achievement with children in kindergarten through third grade.30 In such studies, student achievement
increased as class size decreased. The national average for the 2014-2015 school year was 16.1 students per teacher. That means Nevada teachers were responsible for educating approximately five more students than their national counterparts.

Public education was a primary focus of Governor Sandoval in the 2015 legislative session. His plan included efforts focused on students learning to read by the third grade and the implementation of a statewide all-day kindergarten program. Assembly Bill 278, which requires the Nevada Department of Education to “establish methods to monitor school district plans for class-size reduction,” was among the education measures that the Governor signed into law. Thus, it is clear that the Nevada Legislature recognizes the issue with the state’s public education system and is setting goals to improve it.

To achieve these goals, Nevada lawmakers approved Governor Sandoval’s $2.8 billion education budget for the next two years — an increase in excess of $400 million from the previous education budget. To fund the increased budget, lawmakers extended tax increases on payroll and sales taxes, which were originally imposed during the recession of 2009 and set to expire in 2011. The measure also required additional payroll taxes, new business filing fees, and the creation of a gross receipts tax on businesses.

Opponents of the tax increases said “[t]he leadership in both houses should be ashamed of themselves to force through the largest tax increase in Nevada’s history that includes the type of tax the voters did not support.” A state lottery can provide the funding necessary to support efforts to improve the quality of education.
Nevada’s public education system without the need for increasing taxes.\textsuperscript{42} Perhaps most importantly, a state lottery would provide a permanent source of additional funding for public education, unlike the action Legislators took in 2015 by extending the taxes that were supposed to “sunset” or expire in 2011.\textsuperscript{43}

B. How States Without a Lottery Rank for Public Education

In addition to Nevada, there are five other states that do not have a lottery: Alabama, Alaska, Hawaii, Mississippi, and Utah.\textsuperscript{44} In 2018, the six states without a lottery ranked on the Annual Quality Counts Report as follows: Alabama - #44, Alaska - #23, Hawaii - #26, Mississippi - #49, Utah - #31, and Nevada - #51.\textsuperscript{45} According to the latest report released by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the two highest ranking states without a lottery, Alaska and Hawaii, had the highest expenditures per pupil in comparison to the other states without a lottery.\textsuperscript{46}

In the 2013-2014 school year, Alaska spent $18,466 and Hawaii spent $12,400 per pupil.\textsuperscript{47} This is significantly higher than the $9,036 spent by Alabama, $8,265 spent by Mississippi, $6,546 spent by Utah, and the $8,275 spent by Nevada during the same school year.\textsuperscript{48} The average expenditures per pupil in the United States for that period was $11,066.\textsuperscript{49} The significant difference in spending by Alaska and Hawaii could explain why those states ranked so much higher than the others without a lottery.\textsuperscript{50}

One the next page, Table 1 summarizes how each of the states without a lottery ranked on the Annual Quality Counts Report from 2010 to 2018, along with their nine-year average.\textsuperscript{51}
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Alabama</th>
<th>Alaska</th>
<th>Hawaii</th>
<th>Mississippi</th>
<th>Nevada</th>
<th>Utah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While this data does not provide any firm conclusions, it does illustrate that the states without a lottery have not ranked in the top ten for the past several years. Additionally, it illustrates that four of the six states had quite dismal rankings for the past several years. Most significantly, this data shows that Nevada consistently ranks at the bottom with an average ranking of 50 for the past nine-years. Although there is no smoking gun that directly correlates the absence of a lottery with low public education rankings, it is clear that none of the states without a lottery are considered top performers in the Annual Quality Counts Reports.

C. Nevada Public Education Funding is Going to Neighboring State Lotteries

A major issue with the absence of a lottery in Nevada is that revenues are drawn out of the state because Nevada residents are purchasing lottery tickets in Arizona and California. When the Powerball jackpot reached over $1.5 billion, Nevada residents weredrawn to Arizona and California to purchase tickets. 56
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billion in 2016, California sold $96.1 million worth of tickets in two days.\(^{57}\) The California Lottery reports that the Primm Valley Lotto Store, which sits just over the Nevada-California border, is the busiest lottery retailer in California.\(^{58}\) The Gold Ranch, which is just eleven miles west of Reno, is also a top California lottery ticket retailer.\(^{59}\)

While California does not specifically track the amount of tickets sold to Nevadans, it can reasonably be inferred that Nevadans are responsible for much of the ticket sales at these stores.\(^{60}\) In 2008, a spokesman for the California Lottery reported that the Primm Valley Lotto Store was the number one ticket retailer in the state with an average of $250,425 in ticket sales per week, and the Gold Ranch was the number two ticket retailer with an average of $121,020 in ticket sales per week.\(^{61}\) That means in 2008, a lottery retailer located in a rural town in the middle of the desert sold more tickets than any store in Los Angeles — a city with a population in excess of 3.8 million people at that time.\(^{62}\) That is a stunning statistic that illustrates the fundraising potential of a Nevada lottery.\(^{63}\) Nevada should capture this revenue and use it to benefit the state’s failing public education system.\(^{64}\)

II. HOW LOTTERY REVENUE CAN IMPROVE PUBLIC EDUCATION IN NEVADA

To fully comprehend how a lottery can help improve Nevada’s public education system, it is important to understand what a lottery is and how a lottery operates. Nevada’s statutory definition of a lottery is:

\[\text{[A]ny scheme for the disposal or distribution of property,} \]
\[\text{by chance, among persons who have paid or promised to} \]
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pay any valuable consideration for the chance of obtaining that property, or a portion of it, or for any share or interest in that property upon any agreement, understanding or expectation that it is to be distributed or disposed of by lot or chance, whether called a lottery, raffle or gift enterprise, or by whatever name it may be known.65

In general, a lottery involves the drawing of a fixed set of numbers, where the player holding the ticket matching the numbers drawn is deemed the winner of the jackpot.66 In the event that there is no winning ticket, the jackpot will roll over to the next drawing, ultimately compounding the prize jackpot.67

The size of a lottery jackpot is directly correlated with the odds configured for that particular lottery.68 If the odds of winning are more favorable to the player, this will result in more winning tickets, thereby reducing the jackpot size because it will hit more frequently and not have a chance to grow through rollover accumulation.69 Conversely, if the odds of winning are less favorable to the player, the jackpot will grow much larger because winning tickets will occur less frequently and the jackpot purse will have more time to accrue.70 A lottery operator must find the optimal balance in the odds it offers because a game with decent odds but a weak jackpot will draw less players.71 Moreover, a lottery with a large jackpot but weak odds will reduce the amount of people willing to play.72

Lottery odds are calculated using combinatorics, an applied method of mathematics that deals with the enumeration, combination, and permutation of sets of elements.73 A lottery operator can change the odds of winning by
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increasing the number of possible winning number combinations.\footnote{See McGinty, supra note 73.} For example, the Powerball lottery consists of a game where five numbers are drawn from a drum with sixty-nine options.\footnote{Id.} A sixth number is drawn from a separate drum with twenty-six options.\footnote{Id. supra note 73.} To calculate the odds of the Powerball lottery, you start by determining the number of permutations for the first five numbers that are drawn from the drum with sixty-nine options.\footnote{Id.} No single number can be repeated, so for the first number, there are sixty-nine options, for the second number, there are sixty-eight options, and so on.\footnote{Id.} To calculate the number of permutations for the first five numbers you multiply: \(69 \times 68 \times 67 \times 66 \times 65 = 1,348,621,560\).\footnote{Id.} Since the order of the numbers drawn for a Powerball winner do not matter, you take the number of permutations and divide it by the number of ways that the five numbers can be grouped together.\footnote{Id. (5x4x3x2x1=120).} Five numbers can be grouped together in 120 ways.\footnote{Id.} Therefore, you divide: \(1,348,521,560/120 = 11,238,513\).

However, that does not complete the calculation for the odds of winning the Powerball lottery, you must also account for the sixth number that is drawn from a drum with twenty-six different options.\footnote{Id.} To determine the ultimate odds, you multiply: \(11,238,513 \times 26 = 292,201,338\). Thus, there are over 292 million ways that five different numbers drawn from the first drum could be matched with the single number drawn from the second drum, thereby making a ticket holder's chance of winning the Powerball an astonishing 1 in 292 million.\footnote{Id.} The odds of winning the Powerball could be increased or decreased simply by adding more numbers to the drawing.\footnote{Id.} For instance, if the first five numbers were drawn from a drum with seventy different numbers instead of sixty-nine different numbers, the odds to win would be 1 in 314.6 million instead of 1 in 292 million.\footnote{Id.} Lotteries are attractive fundraising mechanisms because the odds are in the operator's favor and can be adjusted to ensure optimal profitability.\footnote{70x69x68x67x66x1,452,361,680, 1,452,361,680/120=12,103,014,12,103,014x26=314,678,364.}

Like any other business, lotteries must generate enough revenue in order cover expenses and ultimately turn a profit.\footnote{See id. Wyolotto mentions that when it began it was a startup and now it has become an} Lottery revenue is primarily
generated through ticket sales. A lottery’s primary expenses include player prizes, retailer commissions, and operating costs. The profits generated by state lotteries either go to the state’s general fund or to a specified purpose, such as education.

Generally, at least fifty percent of lottery revenues are retained for the payout of jackpot prizes. Lottery retailer commissions vary from state-to-state, but tend to be around six percent on average. Operation costs of a lottery also vary from state-to-state, but average at around five percent nationally. That leaves approximately thirty-nine percent of lottery revenues as profit to be used for the purpose specified by the state.

The lottery revenue that is retained as profit can provide a considerable source of funding to public programs. For instance, the New York lottery had a record year in fiscal year 2015-2016 with $3.30 billion contributed to education from its $9.69 billion in gross sales. Actual contributions to public programs vary from state to state, however, the North American Association of State and Provincial Lotteries (NASPL) indicates that over $22 billion was collectively transferred to lottery beneficiaries throughout the United States in
fiscal year 2016. NASPL reports that this approximate $22 billion in lottery revenue “helped fund essential services such as education, infrastructure, green space initiatives, elderly assistance and much, much more.” Nevada could use lottery proceeds in the same way, yet the state has maintained its position on their prohibition since it was founded in 1864.

III. HISTORY OF LOTTERIES

With a full understanding of how lotteries work and how impactful their revenue can be for important public purposes, it is clear why so many states have legalized them. To better understand why there are still six states that do not allow lotteries, it is helpful to review the history of lotteries and why they were banned in the first place.

A. History of Lotteries in the United States

Lotteries have been a part of American history since 1612, when a lottery was implemented by King James I to provide funding to Jamestown, the first English colony in America. Since then, perspectives have varied on whether or not lotteries should be morally allowed as a matter of public policy. For instance, from 1790 to 1860, lotteries were generally viewed favorably with twenty-four out of thirty-three states using them to fund public services, including education, orphanages, and courthouses. Local governments used lotteries during this period because effective local taxation was not in place and lotteries provided a source of funding that was not otherwise available.

Attitudes began to change as lotteries became privatized, resulting in fraud and corruption with players being cheated out of prizes. Additionally, the public began to see lotteries as a regressive tax on the poor and uneducated. As a result, states began banning lotteries. By 1878, lotteries were illegal in
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every state except for Louisiana.109

The Louisiana Lottery Company (“the Company”) held the last legal lottery charter in the country at the end of the 19th century, and was the epitome of the corruption that lead to all other states banning lotteries during that era.110 The Company received its lottery charter by bribing the Louisiana legislature, and was known to employ unethical operational practices such as placing unsold lottery tickets in its drawing, allowing the Company to win its own prizes.111 After the anti-lottery act of 1890 prohibited the Company from advertising and conducting its lottery within the United States, it moved operations to Honduras.112 Then, in 1895, Congress prohibited the transportation of lottery-related materials in interstate and foreign commerce, which ultimately lead to the final demise of the Louisiana Lottery Company.113

By the end of the 19th century, lotteries were not permitted in any state, and thirty-five states went as far as banning them in their constitution.114 Lotteries remained banned in all states for seventy years until March 12, 1964, when New Hampshire established a lottery to raise money for education.115 Gradually, the rest of the country followed suit and as of 2018, lotteries are legal in the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and all but six states.116

In 2015, lottery sales in the United States totaled $73.8 billion.117 Over $400 billion was raised for public programs in the United States since the New Hampshire lottery was founded in 1964.118 Lottery proceeds are used in different ways depending on the jurisdiction.119 Some states allocate lottery proceeds to the state’s general fund while others dedicate fixed portions of the proceeds to special programs that benefit education, health care, the environment, and other public purposes.120
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Recent history reveals that state legislators have gradually implemented lotteries across the United States.\textsuperscript{121} With only six states not offering lotteries, the question becomes: who will implement one next?\textsuperscript{122} The answer will likely rely on the history of lotteries in each of those states, and if present-day circumstances outweigh the historical reasoning for not allowing a lottery.\textsuperscript{123}

B. History of Lotteries in Nevada

Nevada was not an outlier when it prohibited lotteries in its constitution in 1864.\textsuperscript{124} As previously discussed, by 1878 lotteries were made illegal in every state in the country, except Louisiana, due to ongoing corruption and the moral sensitivities associated with them.\textsuperscript{125} Therefore, it is not surprising that the framers found it appropriate to prohibit lotteries in Nevada.\textsuperscript{126} When the Nevada Constitution was ratified, Article 4 Section 24 provided that “[n]o lottery shall be authorized by this state, nor shall the sale of lottery tickets be allowed.”\textsuperscript{127} This section was taken directly from the California constitution and adopted in Nevada without debate.\textsuperscript{128}

While Nevada was similar to other states in its view on lotteries, as time passed it became clear that the state was very different in its view on other types of gambling.\textsuperscript{129} Shortly after becoming a state, the first Nevada legislature attempted to legalize gambling so that it could be regulated.\textsuperscript{130} When the initiative failed, the state reduced penalties for gambling to mild punishments for operators and no punishment for players.\textsuperscript{131} Gambling laws remained relaxed in Nevada until 1909 when the state criminalized all forms of gambling.\textsuperscript{132} Even with formal legislation in place, enforcement of gaming laws again began to relax.\textsuperscript{133} Finally, in 1931, Assembly Bill 98 made widespread gambling officially legal in Nevada, giving birth to what is now the largest gaming market in the United States.\textsuperscript{134}
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Although anti-gambling laws were generally subjected to mild enforcement, Nevada began strictly enforcing its constitutional prohibition of a lottery as early as the 1870s.\footnote{Ex parte Blanchard, 9 Nev. 101, 104 (1874).} On March 3, 1871, the Nevada Legislature approved an act that allowed the Nevada Benevolent Association to have up to three “gift concerts,” where the tickets sold would entitle the holder to a chance to win an award “by raffle or other scheme of like character.”\footnote{Id. at 104.} The Nevada Supreme Court held that the scheme conducted by the Nevada Benevolent Association was a lottery, rendering the legislative act that allowed it unconstitutional.\footnote{Id. at 105.} The court went on to state that an English statute in force at the time of American Independence, which declared all lotteries to be a public nuisance, was a part of common law of the United States and applied in the framers decision to constitutionally prohibit the legislature from authorizing a lottery.\footnote{Id. at 105.}

Seven years later, the Supreme Court of Nevada addressed the constitutional prohibition of a lottery again in \textit{State v. Overton}.\footnote{Id. at 105.} Once again the Nevada Supreme Court had to determine if a scheme conducted by the Nevada Benevolent Association was a lottery prohibited under the state constitution.\footnote{Id. at 141.} In that case, the Nevada Benevolent Association was conducting a similar gift concert scheme under the authority of a new legislative act established to aid them in “providing means for the care and maintenance of the insane of Nevada, and for other charitable purposes.”\footnote{Id.} The act declared:

\\begin{quote}\\[I\]t shall be lawful for the Nevada Benevolent Association of the state of Nevada to give not exceeding five public entertainments or concerts, to sell tickets for admission to the same; to distribute among the holders of such tickets personal property, real estate, things in action, demands or other valuables, and to regulate the distribution of all such property or gifts by raffle or other schemes of like character.\\end{quote}

The court stated that “[e]very scheme for the distribution of prizes by chance is a lottery” and that the scheme conducted by the Nevada Benevolent Association was a lottery.\footnote{Id. at 142, 145.} The court went on to say that the Nevada Constitution clearly states that “it was not intended that any lottery should be
authorized by this state for any purpose.”144 This includes both public and private lotteries regardless of the purpose in which the lottery was established.145 Ultimately, the court concluded that the constitution did not allow the legislature to authorize any lottery, and that the legislative act was null and void because it violated Article 4 Section 24 of the Nevada Constitution.146

The court’s opinion in Overton seems strange when compared with Nevada’s approach to other forms of gambling at that time.147 After all, in 1881 the state was loosely enforcing gambling laws.148 In Overton, the court said that the Nevada Benevolent Association was set out to “enrich their own pockets at the expense of the people . . . by holding out promises of the great and sudden gains that might be acquired by ticket holders” and that “golden prizes would be ‘the lure to incite the credulous and unsuspecting into [the] scheme.’”149 It is hard to say how any other form of gambling is different.150 The three basic elements of gambling — consideration, chance, and prize,151 — are not only found in lotteries but also every other form of gambling allowed in Nevada.152 Nevertheless, the state found it prudent to enforce the prevention of lotteries but not any other type of gambling.153

Nevada’s constitutional ban on all forms of lotteries remained in effect until 1990, when the state amended its constitution to allow the Legislature to permit lotteries under certain circumstances.154 The amendment added subsection 2 to Article 4 Section 24 of the Nevada Constitution, which provides:

The State and the political subdivisions thereof shall not operate a lottery. The Legislature may authorize persons engaged in charitable activities or activities not for profit to operate a lottery in the form of a raffle or drawing on their own behalf. All proceeds of the lottery, less expenses directly related to the operation of the lottery, must be used only to benefit charitable or nonprofit
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activities in this State. A charitable or nonprofit organization shall not employ or otherwise engage any person to organize or operate its lottery for compensation. The Legislature may provide by law for the regulation of such lotteries.155

This is the only type of lottery that has ever been legal in Nevada and ironically it is for charitable purposes, which is allegedly what the lotteries that the Nevada Benevolent Association were created to support.156

C. Why the Nevada Constitution Still Prohibits Lotteries

The constitutional amendment in 1990 was the only successful legislative effort to alter Nevada’s ban on lotteries, yet there have been several other attempts to do so.157 Since 1975, almost thirty attempts to amend Article 4 Section 24 of the Nevada Constitution have failed to pass the Legislature.158 Although history shows that lottery bills are persistently disfavored in Nevada, new proposals seem to be introduced perpetually.159 That raises the question: why are these bills failing and why is Nevada still without a lottery?

The most recent lottery proposal was in 2015, when Assemblyman Harvey Munford introduced Assembly Joint Resolution 6 (“A.J.R. 6”) to allow a lottery in “support of the public education of children and the health and welfare of senior citizens.”160 Assemblyman Munford presented A.J.R. 6 to the Assembly Committee on March 19, 2015.161 Naturally, those in attendance included both individuals in support of a lottery, as well as individuals against a lottery.162

Among those in support included Assemblyman Ohrenschall, who addressed the Committee and discussed how the Texas and California lotteries raised $17 billion and $28 billion, respectively, for education since their inception.163 Assemblyman Ohrenschall went on to explain that “the landscape in our nation was different” when the Nevada Constitution was amended in 1990 and the prohibition of state lotteries was maintained.164 He further
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explained that in 1990, Nevada and Atlantic City were the two major gambling markets in the United States, but today gambling has become much more widespread and states everywhere are successfully operating lotteries in jurisdictions that also have casinos and racetracks. Assemblyman Ohrenshall’s ultimate point was that lotteries can successfully coexist in jurisdictions with other forms of gambling.

David Hoff, a retired Clark County school teacher and ordained priest, also addressed the Committee in support of A.J.R. 6. Mr. Hoff provided examples of how Georgia’s lottery helped their public education system over the years as an example of how a lottery could help public education in Nevada. Specifically, Mr. Hoff noted how Georgia’s lottery generated $11.4 billion for education in the past sixteen years. Mr. Hoff explained that the money is not only used to provide various forms of programs and supplies, but also to create incentives to attract teachers to Georgia’s public school system. In conclusion, Mr. Hoff urged the Committee to take action on A.J.R. 6 in that legislative session since it would take another session for consideration before the decision could be turned over to the voters of Nevada.

Finally, Las Vegas resident, Bonnie McDaniel, addressed the Committee in support of A.J.R. 6 on behalf of herself and twenty-six registered voting members of her family. Ms. McDaniel informed the Committee that she supports a Nevada lottery to help the state education fund. Ms. McDaniel stated that she did not agree with those who argue that a lottery will be a detriment to the poor demographic. She reasoned that gambling is easily accessible in Nevada even without a lottery and that many gamble away their welfare and social security checks in the casino. Ms. McDaniel further reasoned that if the bill was passed, the Legislature could regulate who could sell lottery tickets and where they could be sold, which could provide a safeguard to prevent the targeting of minority and low-income areas of town for lottery ticket sales.
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Next, those opposed to A.J.R. 6 had an opportunity to come before the Committee. Treasurer of the Nevada Families Association, Janine Hansen, was among those against A.J.R. 6. Ms. Hansen addressed the Committee in opposition to Assemblyman Munford’s bill because of her concerns with lotteries being most popular among the poor demographic, and the ease of access for a young person to obtain a lottery ticket, which she inferred can lead to addictive and problematic gambling behaviors. Finally, on behalf of the Nevada Independent American Party, Mr. John Wagner addressed the Committee in opposition to A.J.R. 6. Mr. Wagner did not believe A.J.R. 6 was a good policy because he believed that a lottery would be competing with Nevada’s number one industry — the gaming industry.

Like many other lottery proposals that came before it, A.J.R. 6 did not make it past the Assembly Committee. Most of the arguments presented by both those in support of the lottery bill and those against it were the same arguments that have been made about lotteries throughout U.S. history. Supporters of A.J.R. 6 cited the benefits that additional funding could provide to Nevada’s public school system. Opponents of the bill focused on the moral implications of a lottery including the social injustices that lotteries impose on the poor, and the tendencies that lotteries have to promote problematic gambling.

Although the same general arguments for and against lotteries have been presented throughout U.S. history, arguments in favor of a lottery have prevailed in all but six states in the nation. Any moral policy argument against a lottery has less impact in Nevada since widespread gambling is legal throughout the state and can be found everywhere from casinos, to gas stations, to grocery stores.
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such as education, may have triumphed over the traditional moral arguments against lotteries in other states, those same arguments have proven futile in Nevada when faced with opposition from the largest tax contributing industry in the state — the gaming industry. Gaming companies have consistently opposed amending the Nevada Constitution to allow lotteries because they perceive a state operated lottery as direct competition to their core business. Casino representatives have said that “a lottery would put the state of Nevada in the gambling business” and into competition with its largest taxpayer and private employer.

Though opinions on lotteries have varied in the United States throughout history, the general opinion on lotteries in Nevada has remained unchanged since the state’s inception. Although lotteries were originally banned in Nevada due to the common attitude toward them when the state’s Constitution was ratified, they remained banned due to strong opposition from gaming companies. Gaming companies fueled the modern growth of Nevada and shaped the ever-evolving economy that the state now enjoys. Therefore, in order to pass a lottery bill in Nevada, the gaming organizations — who are largely credited for the state’s growth — must support the initiative.

IV. A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO BENEFIT PUBLIC EDUCATION

With an understanding of the historical reasons behind Nevada’s ban on lotteries, the discussion can now focus on how to amend the constitution in order to allow lotteries to support the state’s failing public education system. First, an overview of the methods available for amending the Nevada Constitution will be required. Next, the discussion can focus on how a lottery bill should be positioned to garner the support necessary to be successful. Finally, a proposed amendment to Article 4 Section 24, which considers the collective points of this note, will be presented for consideration.
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A. How to Amend the Nevada Constitution

The Nevada Constitution can be amended in three ways, including: (1) a constitutional convention, (2) an initiated constitutional amendment, or (3) a legislatively referred constitutional amendment. Nevada has only held one constitutional convention, which was in 1864 when the original constitutional was ratified. Under Article 16 Section 2 of the Nevada Constitution, two-thirds of the Nevada Legislature must vote to revise the entire Constitution in order to hold another constitutional convention. If two-thirds of the legislature vote favorably, the question of whether to hold a constitutional convention will go before the citizens of Nevada on the next statewide ballot.

An initiated constitutional amendment is a form of direct democracy that involves amending the state’s constitution through an initiative brought by the voters of Nevada. Under Article 19 Section 2 of the Nevada Constitution, a petition for an initiated constitutional amendment must be signed by at least ten percent of the voters who voted in the preceding general election, in no less than seventy-five percent of the counties in the state. If the petition garners the requisite support of voters from the preceding general election, the question will be placed on the ballot in the next general election. If the constitutional amendment is approved by a majority of voters, the same question must be submitted again and approved by a majority of voters in the next general election in order to become a part of the Nevada Constitution. Nevada is the only state that requires an amendment that was initiated by its citizens to pass a statewide vote twice.

A legislatively referred constitutional amendment is proposed by either the Senate or Assembly and must be agreed to by a majority of the members elected in each of the two houses. If approved in the first legislative session, the proposed amendment must also be approved by a majority of the members in each of the two houses in the next legislative session before going to the voters. If a majority of voters approve the amendment it becomes a part of
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the Nevada Constitution.\textsuperscript{207}

A constitutional convention would not be the appropriate method for amending the Nevada Constitution to allow lotteries because a constitutional convention is designed to address sweeping changes that are needed to the constitution.\textsuperscript{208} Therefore, either an amendment initiated by the citizens of Nevada or a legislatively referred amendment would be the appropriate way to address amending Article 4 Section 24.\textsuperscript{209} Every lottery bill in this century has come as a legislatively referred amendment.\textsuperscript{210} This is likely due to the costs associated with collecting the signatures required for a citizen initiated constitutional amendment.\textsuperscript{211} For example, in 2016 an initiated constitutional amendment to eliminate monopolies on the Nevada energy market required 55,234 valid signatures to get on the ballot.\textsuperscript{212} Over $400,000 was spent to get the signatures required which broke down to a cost of approximately $7.34 per required signature.\textsuperscript{213}

Since the number of signatures required for an initiated constitutional amendment is a percentage of the voters that voted in the preceding general election, the actual amount of signatures needed will vary every two years.\textsuperscript{214} In 2018, 112,543 signatures will be required to get an initiated constitutional amendment on the ballot.\textsuperscript{215} This is more than double the amount required in 2016.\textsuperscript{216} If the cost per required signature is similar to what was required for the aforementioned energy initiative, approximately $826,065.62 will be needed to get the signatures required for an initiated constitutional amendment to bring a lottery to Nevada in 2018.\textsuperscript{217} It is easy to comprehend why a private energy company would be motivated to sponsor an initiative to eliminate energy monopolies in Nevada, since it would open the market up for financial gain.\textsuperscript{218} However, a private citizen or business would not gain anything financially by
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providing the capital required to gather the requisite signatures for a lottery petition, since lottery profits are generally used to fund public services.\textsuperscript{219} Thus, unless private citizens or companies are willing to invest their own time and capital to gather the signatures required for an initiated constitutional amendment, a legislatively referred amendment is the method that is most likely to pave the way forward for amending the Nevada constitution to allow lotteries.\textsuperscript{220}

B. Positioning a Lottery Bill for Success

A legislatively referred amendment to change Article 4 Section 24 of the Nevada Constitution must include several factors to be successful.\textsuperscript{221} First, it should specify that any lottery operated by the state must be for the sole benefit of Nevada’s public education system. This will ensure that the proceeds of the lottery are used to improve Nevada’s failing public education system.\textsuperscript{222} Assemblyman Munford included this type of language in A.J.R. 6, which specified that lottery proceeds must be used for public education and the welfare of senior citizens.\textsuperscript{223} Although A.J.R. 6 did not make it beyond the Assembly Committee, it remains important to specify that lottery proceeds are mandated for the specific policy reasons used to gain the support of Nevada voters, which in this case would be to support public education.\textsuperscript{224}

Next, a legislatively referred amendment to bring a lottery to Nevada must address the elephant in the room — the Nevada gaming community’s opposition because of the perceived competition a lottery would bring to their business.\textsuperscript{225} As discussed in Part III of this note, gaming organizations fueled the growth of Nevada and are the state’s largest taxpayers.\textsuperscript{226} In order for a lottery bill to have any chance of passing the Nevada Legislature, it must be structured in a way that is fair to gaming organizations.\textsuperscript{227}

To address the concerns of Nevada gaming organizations, the amendment must first ensure that an acceptable commission is designated for lottery retailers. Next, casino operators should be allowed to establish their own lotteries in addition to the lottery that is operated by the state, provided that a fixed portion of the proceeds go to Nevada’s public education system. Finally, both lottery retailers and private lottery operators should be required to hold a valid non-restricted gaming license.
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1. Provide Lottery Retailers with a Fair Commission

Commissions for the sale of lottery tickets should be well above the six percent average that is paid throughout the rest of the country.\(^ {228}\) While commissions cannot be so high that the remaining proceeds do little to benefit Nevada’s public school system, they should be rewarding enough for gaming companies to view a lottery as a new source of revenue as opposed to something that will decrement their existing business.\(^ {229}\) As reviewed in Part II of this note, at least fifty percent of lottery revenue is generally retained for player prizes, approximately five percent is budgeted for operating costs, an average of six percent is distributed in retailer commissions, and around thirty-nine percent benefits the elected state program.\(^ {230}\) To ensure gaming companies get a fair share of the profits while maintaining a meaningful contribution to improve the public education system, the Nevada lottery should mandate a fifteen percent retailer commission on all tickets sales. This would contribute thirty percent of lottery revenue to the Nevada public education system, while retaining fifty percent for player prizes and five percent for operational costs.\(^ {231}\)

To illustrate how this distribution would breakdown financially, it is helpful to analyze it against potential lottery revenue figures. In fiscal year 2017, lottery ticket sales in the United States was $236 per capita.\(^ {232}\) Applying that figure to Nevada’s 2017 estimated population of 2,998,039 people suggests that annual lottery tickets sales could exceed $707 million.\(^ {233}\) Under the distribution arrangement proposed, estimated lottery revenue would be disbursed as provided in Table 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Allocation of Revenue</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player Prizes</td>
<td>$353,768,602.00</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retailer Commissions</td>
<td>$106,130,580.60</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Operations</td>
<td>$35,376,860.20</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Education</td>
<td>$212,261,161.20</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Lottery Revenue</td>
<td>$707,537,204.00</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^ {228}\) NACS, supra note 92.
\(^ {229}\) See Kanigher, supra note 188.
\(^ {230}\) See supra Part II.
\(^ {231}\) 50% player prizes + 5% operating costs + 15% retailer commission + 30% contributed to public education = 100%.
With a fifteen percent commission, Nevada casinos that sell lottery tickets would collectively earn over $106 million if the Nevada population purchases lottery tickets on a per capita basis at the national average rate.\(^{234}\) In 2017, the Nevada Gaming Control Board reported total gaming win figures in excess of $11.5 billion for statewide non-restricted locations.\(^ {235}\) MegaBucks slot machines represented approximately $53.3 million, Roulette represented approximately $367.3 million, and Pai Gow Poker represented approximately $96.5 million of Nevada’s statewide gaming revenue in 2017.\(^ {236}\) Thus, lottery commissions in excess of $106 million would be a significant stream of revenue when compared with other popular games.\(^ {237}\) Since Nevada residents currently have to leave the state to purchase lottery tickets, a fair portion of the revenues generated by a lottery would not have otherwise been earned by casinos.\(^ {238}\)

2. Allow Nevada Casinos to Operate Private Lotteries

In addition to fair retailer commissions, the amendment should allow Nevada casinos to operate their own lotteries, provided that a fixed portion of the proceeds go to the Nevada public education system. This will give casino operators the option of organizing their own lotteries to capitalize on a new line of gaming revenue, while maintaining the principal goal of the amendment, which is improving public education. Like retailer commissions, the amount of the private lottery proceeds required to go to public education must be reasonable. The percentage cannot be so low that the no meaningful impact is made to Nevada’s public school system. Yet, the percentage cannot be so high that casinos would never consider operating a private lottery because it would have no meaningful impact to gaming revenues.

For these reasons, private lotteries should be authorized in Nevada as long as twenty percent of the revenue generated goes to the public education system. The percentage of revenue reserved for Nevada’s public-school system should be lower for privately operated lotteries since the casino will be required to take-on the burden of operational expenses and paying player prizes.\(^ {239}\) Providing gaming organizations with the flexibility to create and operate their own lotteries would allow them to have direct control over the odds offered, which would give the casino the ability to adjust the game as necessary to ensure optimal profitability.\(^ {240}\)

\(^{234}\) *Arkansas 2017*, *supra* note 232.
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3. Require a Non-Restricted Nevada Gaming License

To mitigate the concerns of additional competition entering the gaming industry, lottery retailers and private lottery operators should be required to operate a gaming establishment under a valid non-restricted Nevada gaming license.241 This would limit the sale of lottery tickets and the operation of private lotteries to casinos that operate more than fifteen slot machines or “any number of slot machines together with any other game, gaming device, race book or sports pool at one establishment.”242 Restricted gaming license holders — such as gas stations and video-poker bars — would not be permitted to sell lottery tickets or operate a private lottery.243 This approach is consistent with existing Nevada law, which confines restricted license holders to the operation of “not more than 15 slot machines and no other game or gaming device.”244 A lottery would be considered another game and therefore should not fall within the scope of a restricted license.245

Non-restricted gaming license holders undergo extensive background investigations and are highly regulated by the Nevada Gaming Control Board and the Nevada Gaming Commission.246 This will ensure that the standards of integrity expected of lottery retailers and operators are consistent with what the state requires of casino operators.247 Moreover, requiring lottery operators and retailers to operate a gaming establishment under a non-restricted license will ensure that those who participate are devoted to the Nevada gaming community due to the significant personal and financial investment required to obtain a non-restricted gaming license.248

Finally, requiring retailers and operators to hold a non-restricted license will also benefit large gaming organizations because of the additional foot traffic that will result from consumers who come to the casino to buy lottery
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tickets. Las Vegas residents are willing to drive forty-minutes to the Primm Valley Lotto Store for a chance to win a large jackpot because they are unable to buy a ticket in the state. The lines at the Primm Valley Lotto Store have grown to over one-thousand people that were willing to wait for up to four hours to purchase a lottery ticket. With a Nevada lottery, residents would no longer have to commit hours from their day to driving and waiting in line in order to buy a lottery ticket. Residents could simply visit a local casino to purchase a ticket, and while there, lottery ticket consumers may decide to eat at a restaurant, play a slot machine, or watch a game at the sports book, all of which would bring additional revenue to the casino.

C. Proposed Amendment to Article 4 Section 24 of the Nevada Constitution

As detailed throughout this note, the Nevada constitution has prohibited lotteries since it was ratified in 1864. For various reasons the constitutional prohibition of lotteries remains intact despite ongoing attempts to amend it. For the reasons detailed in this note and the ultimate benefit of Nevada’s public education system, Article 4 Section 24 of the Nevada Constitution should be amended to read as follows:

Sec: 24. Lotteries.

1. A lottery may be operated by this State for the purpose of enhancing this State’s kindergarten through twelfth grade public education system. The Legislature shall ensure, by law, that the proceeds from the lottery, other than expenses directly related to the operation of the lottery and commissions allocated to authorized lottery retailers, may only be used to supplement and not supplant money that the State would otherwise have expended for kindergarten through twelfth grade public education in this State.

2. Authorized lottery retailers must hold a valid non-restricted gaming license issued by this State. The Legislature shall ensure that authorized lottery retailers are paid a fifteen percent (15%) commission on the sale of a lottery ticket.
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3. The political subdivisions of this state shall not operate a lottery.

4. The Legislature may authorize, at its discretion, the operation of a private lottery by parties who operate at least one (1) establishment in this State under a non-restricted gaming license issued by this State, so long as a minimum of twenty percent (20%) of the proceeds from the private lottery are used to benefit this State’s kindergarten through twelfth grade public education system.

5. The Legislature may authorize, at its discretion, the operation of a lottery by persons engaged in charitable activities or activities not for profit, in the form of a raffle or drawing on their own behalf, without a non-restricted gaming license issued by this State. All proceeds of the lottery, less expenses directly related to the operation of the lottery, must be used only to benefit charitable or nonprofit activities in this State. A charitable or nonprofit organization shall not employ or otherwise engage any person to organize or operate its lottery for compensation. The Legislature may provide by law for the regulation of such lotteries.

CONCLUSION

The Nevada public education system is in trouble. The state ranked last in the country for the past three years and has a nine-year average ranking of 50 out of 51. Funding that could be dedicated to improving public education in Nevada is currently displaced when residents go to neighboring states to purchase lottery tickets. A Nevada lottery could keep this revenue in the state and provide the additional funding needed to improve public education.

Lottery bills have been continuously presented before the Nevada Legislature and it is foreseeable that this will not change until the state constitution is amended and lotteries are made lawful. The amendment proposed in this note will provide a dedicated and much needed source of funding for public education, while respecting the position of the gaming organizations who continue to support the growth of the state’s economy.

---
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This amendment offers a fair compromise to the contentions that have prevented previous lottery bills from passing because it eases concerns over competition to the gaming industry by: (1) providing retailer commissions far above the national average, which will generate meaningful revenue for the gaming industry; (2) allowing casinos to establish their own lotteries; and (3) limiting those allowed to sell lottery tickets to non-restricted gaming license holders.  

In order for Nevada to continue growing and attracting new businesses and residents, the state must invest in its public education program. A state lottery could provide a dedicated source of funding to make meaningful improvements to public education in Nevada. With the support of the Legislature and the gaming community, this amendment can improve the odds for Nevada’s public education system and pave the way to success for Nevada’s youth.

---
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